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13th Annual CASETA Symposium Sessions and Events 

 Friday, April 24, 2015 

J. P. Bryan, Keynote Speaker 
Founder of The Bryan Museum in Galveston, Texas                     
Businessman, author, collector and early Texas art supporter 
Owner, Torch Energy Collection                                                        
 
The Story of The Bryan Museum 
In October 2013, Mr. Bryan purchased the old Galveston Orphans Home at 1315 21st Street in Galveston, 
Texas. Bryan has embarked on a restoration of the historic 1902 structure, which provides a perfect venue 
for the Bryan Collection which has been assembled over a lifetime by Mary Jon and J.P. Bryan.   The 
collection encompasses treasures which range from ancient Native American cultural artifacts to modern 
21st century pieces, the collection includes rare documents in German, French, Spanish and English, 
exquisite saddles and spurs, antique firearms, rare books, fine art, religious art, folk art, portraits, 
exceedingly rare maps, and more. The museum is the only one of its kind on the Island. The Bryan Museum, 
set to open to the public in Spring 2015, will present a chronological history of Texas and the Southwestern 
part of the United States. There were numerous influences and experiences in the American West, and the 
goal of the Bryan Museum is to illuminate those compelling histories. 

 
Saturday, April 25, 2015 
 
Session I 
Sue Canterbury   
The Pauline Gill Sullivan Associate Curator of American Art 
Dallas Museum of Art 
Dallas, TX 
Mining the Legacy: Early Texas Art and the DMA 
For over 100 years, the Dallas Museum of Art has assembled a significant collection of early Texas art, the 
breadth and depth of which present opportunities for new scholarship, exhibitions, and collection 
interpretation.  Canterbury will discuss those points as well as how such a rich legacy brings with it 
challenges from transformational conservation treatments of important works to launching initiatives that 
introduce audiences to the State's history and heritage as expressed through its artistic legacy. 
 

 Session II 
Stephen Fox                                                             
Lecturer in Architecture                                 
Rice University and University of Houston 
Houston, TX 
Ruth Young McGonigle: Art, Architecture, and Ethnocultural Engagement on the South Texas Border   
Ruth Young McGonigle (1902-1984) was an artist and architectural designer who lived and worked in the 
border city of Brownsville for sixty years. This talk will address her career as an artist and architect in the 
context of the Texas-Tamaulipas border during the twentieth century. 
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Session III 
Randy Tibbits                                                            
Librarian, retired, Rice University 
Houston, TX 
Guys and Gals "Like That":  Some Gay and Lesbian Texas artists in the 1930s   
Despite the economic uncertainties of the Depression, the 1930s were exciting years for Texas artists, as 
modernism took hold in a big way.  A mostly young subset of those artists who were gay or lesbian (though 
they might or might not have used the terms themselves), the decade was also a surprisingly tolerant 
decade in which they could explore their art and their non-normative sexuality.  This talk will offer some 
suggestions as to how their experience of difference at the fundamental level of sexuality might have 
impacted their art, and vice versa.  
 

Session IV 
Katie Robinson Edwards                                                                                           
Curator 
Umlauf Sculpture Garden & Museum 
Austin, TX 
and 
Michael R. Grauer 
Associate Director for Curatorial Affairs/Curator of Art and Western Heritage 
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum 
Canyon, TX  
Beyond the Frame: Early Texas Sculpture Before 1975 
After the University of Texas's seminal exhibition and accompanying exhibition catalogue, A Century of 
Sculpture in Texas, 1889-1989, Texas sculpture disappeared from critical consideration from both the public 
and private spheres until Baylor University's exhibition and accompanying catalogue, Texas Modern, in 2007.  
Katie Robinson Edward's 2014 ground-breaking study, Midcentury Modern Art in Texas, brings this 
neglected part of Texas art history sharply back in focus.  Dr. Edwards-with a minor assist by Michael Grauer-
will attempt to offer a critical overview of early Texas sculpture in an effort to solidify and maintain 
sculpture's place in Texas art discussions. 
 

Session V 
Annual Members Meeting and Awards Ceremony 
 
TICKETED SPECIAL EVENT - THE BOBBIE and JOHN NAU COLLECTION of TEXAS ART:  EVENING RECEPTION 
and PRIVATE VIEWING at the Silver Eagle Distributors Corporate Headquarters       
Saturday evening will offer an opportunity to tour one of the leading collections of early Texas art which is 
rich in diverse examples of important Texas art.  The Bobbie and John Nau Collection of Texas art was 
established in 2003; twelve years later, it encompasses more than 1,800 works of art made in Texas, some 
dating as early as the 1840s, and others as recently as 2014. The goal of Bobbie and John Nau has been to 
gather a broad and diverse collection of important examples of Texas art comprised of paintings, sculptures, 
watercolors, drawings and prints. They believe that the art is a tangible link to the history, people, places 
and vistas that are the foundation of the multifaceted, majestic state of Texas. They are committed to 
conserving the collection to the highest standards, and are generous in lending works to exhibitions 
throughout Texas and beyond. 
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Sunday, April 26, 2015 
 

Session VI 
Mark White  
Interim Director 
Eugene B. Adkins Senior Curator and  
Curator of Collections 
Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, OK 
Cosmopolitan Southwest: Mid-century Abstraction in Texas 
In the 1950s, a younger generation of Texas artists joined with colleagues in both the region and the nation 
to explore modernist developments in Abstract Expressionism and Art Informel. Texans such as Jack 
Boynton, Ben Culwell, Richard Stout, Charles Williams, and Dick Wray were part of a vibrant network of 
artists across the Southwest that had ties to experimental developments in both New York and San 
Francisco. 
  

Session VII 
Michael R. Grauer 
Associate Director for Curatorial Affairs / Curator of Art and Western Heritage 
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum 
Canyon, TX 
Jose Arpa: A Spanish Impressionist in Texas  
Jose Arpa y Perea (1858-1952) opened a studio at San Antonio, Texas, around 1901 and became an 
important part of the San Antonio school.  Arpa's paintings and his teachings may have impacted "Texas 
Impressionism" as much as any artist in south-central Texas. The 2016-2017 exhibition on Arpa being 
organized by Panhandle-Plains Historical exhibition will be the first major Jose Arpa exhibition since 1998.  It 
will attempt to ensure Arpa's place in the pantheon of Texas artists who brought Impressionism to the Lone 
Star State and to give a more complete picture of Texas artists' contribution to American and world 
Impressionism. 
 
TICKETED SPECIAL EVENT- BAYOU BEND COLLECTION AND GARDENS:  A FOCUS ON 19TH-CENTURY TEXAS 
MATERIAL CULTURE   
Sunday afternoon visit a Houston and Texas treasure including a presentation about the William J. Hill Texas 
Artisans and Artists Archive; access to the mansion where many Texas items are displayed on the second 
floor; and, a light lunch.     
In addition to a world-class collection of American antiques dating from 1620 to 1876, Bayou Bend also has a 
focused interest in 19th century Texas material culture. The collection includes important examples of Texas 
furniture, pottery, silver, textiles and paintings. In 2013, the museum publicly launched a free online 
resource-- the William J. Hill Texas Artisans and Artists Archive, focusing on the lives, works and products of 
a wide range of pre-1900 craftsmen and artists.  Bayou Bend, the former home of legendary Texas Ima 
Hogg, is the American decorative arts branch of the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, is a 14-acre oasis of 
nature and beauty listed on the national register of historic places; the 1920s-era mansion is surrounded by 
lush formal and woodland gardens. 
 
  
  


